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The automatic elimination of duplicate data in a storage system, commonly known as deduplication, is
increasingly accepted as an effective technique to reduce storage costs. Thus, it has been applied to different
storage types, including archives and backups, primary storage, within solid-state drives, and even to random
access memory. Although the general approach to deduplication is shared by all storage types, each poses
specific challenges and leads to different trade-offs and solutions. This diversity is often misunderstood, thus
underestimating the relevance of new research and development.
The first contribution of this article is a classification of deduplication systems according to six criteria
that correspond to key design decisions: granularity, locality, timing, indexing, technique, and scope. This
classification identifies and describes the different approaches used for each of them. As a second contribution,
we describe which combinations of these design decisions have been proposed and found more useful for
challenges in each storage type. Finally, outstanding research challenges and unexplored design points are
identified and discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The automatic removal of duplicate data has been used for a long time in archival and
backup systems [Bolosky et al. 2000; Quinlan and Dorward 2002; Cox et al. 2002] and
recently has become a feature of several storage appliances [Zhu et al. 2008; Aronovich
et al. 2009]. With the unprecedented growth of stored digital information, duplicate
data is receiving increased attention. The amount of digital information generated in
2007 was approximately 281 exabytes, and in 2011 this amount was expected to be
10 times larger than in 2006 [Chute et al. 2008]. Undoubtedly, current usage patterns
mean thatmultiple copies of the same data exist within a single storage system, namely
when multiple users of public cloud infrastructures independently store the same files,
such as media, emails, or software packages.
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We define deduplication as a technique for automatically eliminating coarse-grained
and unrelated duplicate data. Unlike traditional compression techniques that elimi-
nate intrafile redundancy or redundancy over a small group of files, typically stored
together in the same operation, deduplication aims at eliminating both intrafile and in-
terfile redundancy over large datasets, stored at different times by uncoordinated users
and activities, and possibly even across multiple distributed storage servers [Douglis
et al. 2004].
Distinct storage environments have specific requirements, so deduplication systems
must be designed accordingly. For instance, archived data is expected to be immutable
and, in some cases, never deleted. In addition, latency is typically less important than
throughput, as data will be restored only sporadically whereas large quantities of
data must be archived in a limited time window [Quinlan and Dorward 2002]. On the
other hand, restore operations from backups will be more frequent and old data can
be deleted, so efficient reference management and garbage collection mechanisms are
needed [Zhu et al. 2008; Guo and Efstathopoulos 2011].
Deduplication of active data in primary storage changes many of the assumptions
made by backup and archival infrastructures. Active data is no longer immutable, hav-
ing a profound impact on reference management and garbage collection mechanisms.
Additionally, applications using primary storage have stricter requirements for the
latency of disk I/O operations, limiting the overhead that deduplication may introduce
in the I/O critical path. Moreover, read requests are very frequent and must be served
more efficiently than the restore operations of backup and archival storage [Hong and
Long 2004; Srinivasan et al. 2012].
Duplicate pages in random access memory (RAM) are already avoided in modern
operating systems with process forking and shared libraries, but virtualization does
not take full benefit of these approaches. In fact, duplicate pages are not shared even
when several virtual machines (VMs), with the same operating system kernel and
shared libraries, are running in the same host. Deduplication can be used to elimi-
nate the redundant pages across these VMs [Waldspurger 2002]. Currently, memory
is only deduplicated across VMs in the same host, so the ability to scale to larger
cluster infrastructures is not a concern, unlike in other storage environments. Instead,
RAM requires deduplication mechanisms that maintain strict I/O performance and use
space-efficient metadata.
Deduplication is also applied within solid-state drives (SSDs) not only to increase
the useful storage space of these devices but also their lifespan. Since duplicate write
requests can be intercepted and shared before actually being stored, it is possible to
reduce the writes to the disk and, consequently, the FLASH erase operations that limit
the drive’s lifespan [Chen et al. 2011]. SSD deduplication systems have a constrained
amount of memory space for metadata and must achieve a minimum impact on I/O
performance.
The effectiveness of deduplication is measured by the deduplication gain, defined as
the amount of duplicates actually eliminated, and thus the reduction of storage space
required to persist the same data. As an example, deduplication can reduce storage
size by 83% in backup systems and by 68% in primary storage [Meyer and Bolosky
2011]. Cloud computing and particularly virtualized commodity server infrastructures
bring novel opportunities, needs, and means to apply deduplication to system images
stored in general purpose storage systems. Namely, a gain of 80% is achievable for VM
volumes with general purpose data [Jin and Miller 2009; Clements et al. 2009]. RAM
used by virtualized hosts can be reduced by 33% [Waldspurger 2002], and the storage
space of SSDs can be reduced by 28% [Chen et al. 2011].
The storage space spared by deduplication reduces infrastructure costs and can
also be used to improve storage reliability with additional RAID configurations.
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Fig. 1. Views of deduplication and key design issues.
Deduplication might also have a positive performance impact throughout the stor-
age management stack, namely in cache and I/O efficiency [Koller and Rangaswami
2010] and network bandwidth consumption, if deduplication is performed at the client
side and only unique data is sent to the storage server [Muthitacharoen et al. 2001].
1.1. Design Issues
Deduplication can be regarded as bidirectional mapping between two different views
of the same data: a logical view containing identifiable duplicates and a physical view
as stored in actual devices from which duplicates have been removed. The mapping
process is embodied in the I/O path between applications that produce and consume
the data and the storage devices themselves. Figure 1 depicts each of these views
and identifies key issues in each of them that lead to different design decisions and
trade-offs.
Thus, the logical view of data in a deduplication system is a set of assumptions
on the workload that determine which duplicate content is relevant and hence which
duplicates exist and which should be removed. First, all deduplication systems par-
tition data into discrete chunks that are to be compared, identified as duplicate, and
eventually removed. This partitioning can be done with different granularity, using
various criteria for chunk boundaries as well as for their sizes. Although segment is
sometimes used as a synonym of chunk, we avoid it because it is also used in some
proposals as a higher granularity unit composed by a large number of chunks and
leading to ambiguity [Lillibridge et al. 2009]. Moreover, assumptions on the likelihood
of duplicate chunks being found close together, both in space or time, lead to design
decisions exploiting locality that influence both the efficiency and effectiveness of the
deduplication process.
On the other hand, the physical view of data in a deduplication system is first and
foremost concerned with the technique used on disk to represent duplicate data that
has been removed, such that efficient reconstruction of the logical view is possible.
Given the current relevance of distributed storage systems, a key design decision is
the distribution scope of the deduplication technique. This can be defined as the ability
to represent removed duplicates across different nodes such that the reconstruction of
data requires their collaboration.
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Finally, deduplication as a process has to be understood as happening in the context
of a storage management system. This exposes an API to client applications, such as
a file system or a block device, and is composed by multiple stacked software layers
and processing, networking, and storage components. The key design issue here is
the timing of the main deduplication operations, such as searching for duplicates,
regarding the critical path of I/O operations. Since finding duplicates is potentially
a resource intensive operation, it is invariably based on an indexing data structure
that supports efficient matching of duplicate chunks. Thus, the indexing method has
a strong impact not only on the efficiency of the deduplication process but also on its
effectiveness by potentially trading off exactness for speed.
The main approaches for each of these design issues determine the structure of this
survey. First, in Section 2, we identify the main options for each of the key design issues
and summarize the main proposals that embody them, thus introducing a classification
of deduplication systems according to six axes. Then, in Section 3, for each storage type
to which deduplication has been applied, we identify how the distinct design issues
were explored and show how the different combinations of design decisions fit specific
requirements.
1.2. Challenges
Overhead versus Gain. The main challenge in deduplication systems is the trade-off
between the achievable deduplication gain and the overhead on a comparable storage
system that does not include deduplication. As an example, smaller chunk sizes in-
crease the space-saving benefits of deduplication but lead to larger index structures
that are more costly to maintain. Ideally, the index would be fully loaded into RAM, but
for a large storage and a relatively small chunk size, the index is too large and must
be partially stored on disk. This increases the number of disk I/O operations needed
by deduplication, which may interfere with the foreground I/O performance [Zhu et al.
2008].
In addition, deduplication should be performed as soon as data enters the storage
system to maximize its benefits. However, finding duplicates is a resource-intensive
task that will impact latency if performed in the critical path of storage writes. If
deduplication is removed from the critical path and done in the background, additional
temporary storage is required and data must be read back from the storage to find
duplicates, thus increasing the consumption of storage I/O bandwidth [Srinivasan et al.
2012].
The more data chunks are omitted, the more the physical layout of deduplicated
data differs from the original layout. Namely, deduplication introduces fragmentation
that deteriorates the performance of read and restore operations [Kaczmarczyk et al.
2012]. Additional metadata is also required for correctly reconstructing deduplicated
data. Thus, there is additional overhead involved in maintaining the integrity of such
metadata, as one must ensure that a certain shared chunk is no longer serving any I/O
request before modifying or deleting it. More specifically, this requires managing refer-
ences to shared chunks, which is complex and requires a garbage collection mechanism
that may also impact performance [Guo and Efstathopoulos 2011].
Scalability versus Gain. Themost gain can be obtainedwhen any chunk can, in principle,
be compared with any other chunk and be omitted if a match is found. However, such
complete matching is harder as the amount of data and components in a large-scale
storage system grow. Specifically, a centralized index solution is likely to become itself
very large and its manipulation a bottleneck on deduplication throughput [Clements
et al. 2009]. Partial indexes that can match only a subset of duplicates improve scala-
bility but perform only partial deduplication. Nonetheless, the amount of chunks that
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cannot be matched can be reduced by exploring data locality [Lillibridge et al. 2009]
and by grouping together chunks with greater similarity [Manber 1994].
In a distributed storage system, a simple strategy for scalability is to perform dedu-
plication independently in each node, thus havingmultiple independent indexes. Again,
this approach allows only partial deduplication, as the same chunkmight be duplicated
in multiple nodes. Missed deduplication opportunities can be mitigated by targeting
chunks that have a greater likelihood of containing matching data, namely by routing
similar files to the same nodes [Bhagwat et al. 2009].
The trade-off between scalability and gain can be improved by using a distributed
hash table (DHT) as the index that is accessed by all nodes, eliminating duplicates
globally in an exact fashion [Dubnicki et al. 2009; Ungureanu et al. 2010]. However, a
remote invocation to the index is required to find duplicate or similar chunks. If the
index is accessed in the critical I/O path, which is common in many systems, it may
lead to an unacceptable latency penalty.
Reliability, Security, and Privacy. Distributed deduplication systems must tolerate node
crashes, data loss, and even byzantine failures [Douceur et al. 2002]. Eliminating all
duplicate data will also eliminate all of the redundancy necessary for tolerating data
loss and corruption, so a certain replication level must be maintained. Studies show
that it is possible to achieve both, but few systems address these issues [Rozier et al.
2011; Bhagwat et al. 2006]. Metadata must also be resilient to failures, thus needing
to be stored persistently, which also reduces deduplication space savings. Additionally,
both data and metadata must be distributed in large-scale systems to tolerate single
node failures while maintaining high availability.
Some deduplication systems share data from distinct clients, raising privacy and
security issues that can be solved by trading off deduplication space savings [Nath et al.
2006]. Security and privacy issues are expected not only in cloud storage infrastructures
but also in remote storage appliances where data from several clients is stored [Harnik
et al. 2010].
1.3. Scope and Outline
This survey presents an extensive overview of deduplication storage systems, explain-
ing their main challenges and design decisions while also clarifying some misunder-
standings and ambiguities in this field. As a first contribution, we extend the existing
taxonomy [Mandagere et al. 2008] and identify key design decisions common to all
deduplication systems. For each of them, we describe the distinct approaches taken to
address the main challenges of deduplication. The second contribution is the analysis
of deduplication systems in four different storage environments: archival and backup
storage, primary storage, RAM, and SSDs. Each storage type has distinct assumptions
that impact the deduplication system’s design. Finally, this survey also gives insight
about the unaccounted challenges that may be interesting points for future research.
This survey is focused only on deduplication in storage systems. Namely, we do not
address network deduplication [Muthitacharoen et al. 2001], although some systems
we refer to do both network and storage deduplication [Cox et al. 2002]. In fact, as we
explain, most systems that perform deduplication before actually storing the data can
offload some of the processing to the client and avoid sending duplicate chunks over
the network.
Additionally, we do not address distributed logical volume management (LVM) sys-
tems with snapshot capabilities that already avoid creating duplicates among snap-
shots of the same VM or VMs created from the same snapshot [Meyer et al. 2008].
Although these systems share some technical issues with deduplication, such as ref-
erence management and garbage collection, they are fundamentally different by not
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addressing the removal of unrelated duplicate chunks. Finally, we do not address
delta-based versioning systems where delta encoding is only done across versions of
the same file [Berliner 1990; Burns and Long 1997]. We focus on deduplication systems
that eliminate both intrafile and interfile redundancy over large datasets without any
knowledge about data versions.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a classifica-
tion of deduplication systems according to key design decisions, discussing the distinct
approaches as well as their relative strengths and drawbacks. Section 3 surveys ex-
isting deduplication systems grouped by type of storage targeted—that is, archival
and backup storage, primary storage, RAM, and SSDs. This section explains how the
approaches presented in the previous section suit the distinct storage environments.
Section 4 discusses the current research focus and remaining challenges for dedupli-
cation, whereas Section 5 presents the final remarks of the survey.
2. CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA
This section introduces a taxonomy for classifying deduplication systems by expanding
on previous proposals [Mandagere et al. 2008]. This classification is based on the major
design decisions implicit in all deduplication systems as summarized in Figure 1:
granularity, locality, timing, indexing, technique, and distribution scope.
2.1. Granularity
Granularity refers to the method used for partitioning data into chunks, the basic unit
for eliminating duplicates. Given its importance in the overall design of a deduplication
system, it has been simply referred to as the deduplication algorithm [Mandagere
et al. 2008]. However, there are significant concerns other than granularity that justify
avoiding such a name.
One of the most straightforward approaches is whole file chunking, in which data is
partitioned along file boundaries set by a file system [Bolosky et al. 2000]. As many
backup systems are file oriented, whole file chunking avoids the partitioning effort,
and by doing deduplication at a higher granularity, there are less chunks to index and
be processed by the deduplication engine [Policroniades and Pratt 2004].
Another common approach has been to partition data into fixed-size chunks, also
referred to as fixed-size blocks or simply blocks. This is particularly fit for a storage
system that already uses such partition into fixed-size blocks [Quinlan and Dorward
2002; Hong and Long 2004]. In fact, for the cases where changed data is dynamically
intercepted at a small granularity, the fixed-size block approach can offer high pro-
cessing rates and generate less CPU overhead than other alternatives with identical
sharing rates [Policroniades and Pratt 2004; Constantinescu et al. 2011]. By adjusting
the size of chunks, deduplication gain can be increased at the expense of additional
overhead in processing, metadata size, and fragmentation [Policroniades and Pratt
2004; Kaczmarczyk et al. 2012].
Consider now two versions of the same file where version A only differs from version
B by a single byte that was added to the beginning of the latter version. Regardless of
files being considered as a whole or partitioned into fixed-size chunks, in the worst case
scenario, no chunks from version A will match chunks from version B. This issue is
referred to in the literature as the boundary-shifting problem [Eshghi and Tang 2005].
The third option, which solves this problem, is to partition data into variable-sized
chunks with boundaries set by the content itself, also called content-defined chunking
(CDC) [Muthitacharoen et al. 2001]. The first version of the algorithm uses a sliding
window that moves over the data until a fixed content pattern defining the chunk
boundary is found. This approach generates variable-sized chunks and solves the issue
of inserting a single byte in the beginning of version B. More precisely, only the first
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chunk from version B will differ from the first chunk of version A due to the byte
addition, whereas the remaining chunks will match and be deduplicated.
In this version of the algorithm, a minimum and maximum size restriction was in-
troduced for preventing too small or too large chunks. This modification raises, once
again, the boundary-shifting problem for large chunks whose boundaries are defined
by the maximum size threshold instead of using the content-based partitioning. The
two thresholds–two divisors (TTTD) algorithm uses two thresholds to impose a max-
imum and minimum chunk size, as in previous work, but also uses two divisors for
defining chunk boundaries [Eshghi and Tang 2005]. The first divisor is similar to the
one chosen in the original CDC algorithm, whereas the second divisor has a larger
probability of occurrence. The chunk is calculated with the sliding window as in the
original algorithm; however, whenever the second divisor is found, the last occurrence
is registered as a possible breakpoint. When the maximum size of a chunk is reached,
meaning that the first divisor was not found, then the chunk boundary is defined by
the last time the second divisor was found in the chunk. Therefore, the probability of
occurring the boundary-shifting problem is significantly reduced.
The previously mentioned algorithms produce variable-sized chunks within a prede-
fined size, yet other algorithms increase the variability of chunk size to reducemetadata
space without losing deduplication gain. Fingerdiff is a dynamic partitioning algorithm
that creates large chunks for unmodified regions of data, which cannot be shared,
and smaller chunks (subchunks) for changed data regions to increase space savings
[Bobbarjung et al. 2006]. As an example, when a new version of a previous stored file
is received, subchunks will be small enough for capturing small changes in the file and
sharing them, boosting space savings, whereas the unmodified data will still be stored
as larger chunks, reducing indexing space costs. Two other algorithms aimed at in-
creasing chunk size variability without significantly affecting deduplication gain were
presented in bimodal CDC [Kruus et al. 2010]. The breaking apart algorithm divides
backup data streams into large-size chunks and then further divides the chunks into
smaller sizes when deduplication gain justifies it. On the other hand, the building-up
algorithm divides the stream into small chunks that are then composed when the dedu-
plication gain is not affected. Moreover, a variant of the breaking apart algorithm can
be combined with a statistical chunk frequency estimation algorithm, further dividing
large chunks that contain smaller chunks appearing frequently in the data stream and
consequently allowing higher space savings [Lu et al. 2010].
Although frequently discussed together, eachmethod described here can be combined
with techniques that eliminate exact duplicates or that can cope with similar but not
fully identical chunks, as in delta encoding [Quinlan and Dorward 2002; Policroniades
and Pratt 2004; Nath et al. 2006; Aronovich et al. 2009]. Specifically, both aliasing and
delta encoding, detailed in Section 2.5, can be applied to whole files, fixed-size chunks,
or variable-sized chunks. However, the optimal chunk size is related to the technique
being used—for instance, chunks in delta-encoding deduplication can be larger than in
exact deduplication without reducing the deduplication gain.
2.2. Locality
Locality assumptions are commonly exploited in storage systems, namely to support
caching strategies and on-disk layout. Similarly, locality assumptions on duplicates can
be exploited by deduplication, potentially making deduplication gain depend on the
workload’s locality characteristics. However, there are systems that do not make any
locality assumptions on duplicates [Dubnicki et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2010a; Clements
et al. 2009].
Temporal localitymeans that duplicate chunks are expected to appear several times
in a short time window. More specifically, if chunk A was written, it will probably be
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written again several times in the near future. Temporal locality is usually exploited
by implementing caching mechanisms with least-recently used (LRU) eviction policies
[Quinlan and Dorward 2002]. Caching some of the entries of the index in RAM can
reduce disk accesses while reducing memory usage. In workloads that exhibit poor
temporal locality, however, the LRU cache is inefficient and most accesses are directed
to the disk index, thus creating a bottleneck.
Spatial locality means that chunks present in a specific data stream are expected to
appear in subsequent streams in the same order. For example, if chunk A is followed by
chunks BandC in a data stream, the next time that chunk Aappears in another stream,
it will probably be followed by chunks B and C again. Spatial locality is commonly
exploited by storing groups of chunks in a storage layout that preserves their original
order in the stream. Then, the signatures of all chunks belonging to the same group are
brought to a RAM cache when one of the signatures is looked up in the disk [Zhu et al.
2008; Rhea et al. 2008]. For example, if a stream has chunks with content signatures
A, B, and C, then these chunks and their signatures are stored together on disk. When
a chunk with signature A is written, the signatures for chunks A, B, and C are brought
to memory, because chunks B and C will probably appear next in the stream due to
spatial locality, and additional disk accesses to the index can be avoided. Furthermore,
temporal and spatial locality can be exploited together [Srinivasan et al. 2012].
2.3. Timing
Timing refers to when detection and removal of duplicate data are performed—more
specifically, if duplicates are eliminated before or after being stored persistently. Inline
deduplication, also known as in-band deduplication, is done in the critical path of
write requests. This approach requires intercepting storage write requests, calculating
chunk boundaries and signatures if necessary, finding a match for the chunk at the
index, and, if found, sharing the chunk or delta encoding it. Otherwise, if the match is
not found, the new chunk signature must be inserted in the index. Only then is the I/O
request completion acknowledged.
Inline deduplication is widely used in several storage back ends [Quinlan and
Dorward 2002; Rhea et al. 2008] and file systems [Zhu et al. 2008; Ungureanu et al.
2010]. In addition, inline deduplication is possible only if I/O requests can be inter-
cepted. One of the main drawbacks of inline deduplication is the overhead introduced
in the latency of write requests, as most of the processing is done in the write path.
In fact, one of the major bottlenecks is the latency of operations to the on-disk index,
which could be solved by loading the full index to RAM, but that does not scale for large
datasets. There are some scenarios where this overhead may not be acceptable, such
as in primary storage systems with strict I/O latency requirements [Srinivasan et al.
2012]. Nevertheless, there are proposals for reducing this impact with optimizations
that explore locality, as discussed in Section 3.
A variant of inline deduplication in client-server systems partitions data and com-
putes content signatures at the client side, sending first only compact chunk signatures
to the server [Bolosky et al. 2000; Waldspurger 2002]. Then, the server replies back
to the client, identifying missing chunks that were not present at the server storage,
and must be transmitted. This way, only a subset of the chunks is sent and network
bandwidth is spared [Cox et al. 2002]. This issue has been referred to as placement
[Mandagere et al. 2008]; however, it is not considered in this survey as a general design
decision shared by all deduplication systems.
As an alternative to inline deduplication, some systems do offline deduplication,
where data is immediately written to the storage and then scanned in the background
to search and eliminate duplicates. This technique is also referred to as off-band or
postprocessing deduplication. Since deduplication is no longer included in the write
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critical path, the overhead introduced in I/O latency is reduced. This approach requires
less modifications to the I/O layer but needs additional resources to scan the storage,
searching for changed chunks that need to be deduplicated. Moreover, as data is first
stored and then shared asynchronously, offline deduplication temporarily requiresmore
storage space than inline deduplication.
Scanning the storage in offline deduplication can be avoided by intercepting write
requests to determine which chunks have been written and may be deduplicated. Con-
currently in the background, the deduplication mechanism collects modified addresses,
reads the corresponding data from the storage, and eliminates duplicates. Moreover,
calculation of content signatures may be done in the write path, thus reducing the need
of reading the chunk content from disk. However, this approach increases I/O latency
overhead, and if chunks can be updated, a copy-on-write mechanism is necessary to
prevent changing the content of processed chunks. These optimizations detect modified
content without requiring a storage scan while still introducing negligible overhead in
I/O operations [Hong and Long 2004; Clements et al. 2009]. Finally, in some offline
deduplication systems, I/O and deduplication operations concurrently update common
metadata structures, leading to lock mechanisms that result in fairness and perfor-
mance penalties for both aliasing and I/O operations if implemented naively [Clements
et al. 2009].
2.4. Indexing
Indexing provides an efficient data structure that supports the discovery of dupli-
cate data. With the exception of some systems that index actual chunk content
[Arcangeli et al. 2009], most systems summarize content before building the index
[Bolosky et al. 2000; Quinlan and Dorward 2002]. A compact representation of chunks
reduces indexing space costs and speeds up chunk comparison.
Summarizing content by hashing leads to identity signatures that can be used to
search for exact duplicates. As a drawback, hash computation needs additional CPU
resources, whichmay be problematic for some systems [Chen et al. 2011]. Furthermore,
it is possible to compare the content of two chunks with the same identity signatures
before aliasing them, thus preventing hash collisions [Rhea et al. 2008]. However, byte
comparison of chunks will increase the latency of deduplication and I/O operations
if deduplication is done in the storage write path, although the probability of hash
collisions is negligible [Quinlan and Dorward 2002].
The similarity of two chunks can be assessed by computing a set of Rabin fingerprints
for each chunk and then comparing the number of common fingerprints [Manber 1994],
which we refer to as similarity signatures herein. Rabin fingerprints can be calculated
in linear time and are distributive over addition, thus allowing a sliding window mech-
anism to generate variable-sized chunks and compose fingerprints efficiently [Rabin
1981; Broder 1993]. Comparing a large number of fingerprints to find similar chunks
may present a scalability problem and require a large index, so a set of heuristics
was introduced for coalescing a group of similarity fingerprints into superfingerprints.
Two matching superfingerprints indicate high resemblance between the chunks, thus
scaling the index to a larger number of chunks [Broder 1997].
Signatures are then used to build the indexing data structure. With a full index,
all computed signatures are indexed, thus having an entry for each unique chunk at
the storage. This finds all potential candidates for deduplication [Bolosky et al. 2000;
Quinlan and Dorward 2002], but the size of the index itself becomes an obstacle to
performance and scalability. Namely, it becomes too large to be kept in RAM, and
storing it on disk has a profound impact on deduplication throughput [Quinlan and
Dorward 2002].
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This problem has been addressed by using a sparse index, in which a group of stored
chunks are mapped by a single entry at the index. As an example, a sparse index can be
built by grouping several chunks into segments that are then indexed with similarity
signatures instead of identity signatures [Lillibridge et al. 2009]. Since segments are
coarse grained, the size of this primary index is reduced and can be kept in RAM.
Then, each segment may have an independent secondary index of identity signatures,
corresponding to its chunks, that is stored on disk. When a new segment is going to be
deduplicated, its similarity signature is calculated and only a group of the most similar
segments have their identity secondary indexes brought to RAM. By only loading the
secondary indexes of the most similar segments to RAM, deduplication gain is kept
acceptable while using less RAM. There are also other proposals of sparse indexes
that, for example, exploit file similarity [Bhagwat et al. 2009]. We discuss specific
designs in Section 3. Sparse indexes are able to scale to large data sets but restrict the
deduplication gain, because some duplicate chunks are not coalesced, performing only
partial deduplication. As RAM footprint is reduced, smaller chunk sizes can be used to
increase space savings while still scaling for larger datasets.
A third alternative is a partial index, in which each index entry maps a single unique
chunk but only a subset of unique stored chunks are indexed, unlike in the full index
approach. Therefore, the RAM utilization is always under a certain range by sacrificing
space savings and performing only partial deduplication [Guo andEfstathopoulos 2011;
Chen et al. 2011; Gupta et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2012]. The eviction is made based on a
predefined policy, for example, by using an LRU policy or by evicting the less referenced
signatures.
2.5. Technique
Two distinct representations of stored data that eliminate duplicate content are dis-
cussed in the literature. With aliasing, also known as chunk-based deduplication, exact
duplicates can be omitted by using an indirection layer that makes them refer to a sin-
gle physical copy. I/O requests for aliased chunks are then redirected accordingly.
Alternatively, delta encoding eliminates duplicate content among two similar but
not fully identical chunks. Namely, only one chunk is fully stored (the base chunk),
whereas the distinct content necessary to restore the other chunk is stored separately
as a delta or diff. Therefore, the duplicate information is stored only once in the base
chunk, and the other chunk can be restored by applying the diff to the base version.
Aliasing requires less processing power and has faster restore time than delta dedu-
plication because no fine-grained differences need to be calculated or patched to re-
cover the original chunk [Burns and Long 1997]. On the other hand, delta encoding
saves additional space in chunks that do not have the same exact content, thus allow-
ing the chunk size to be increased without reducing the deduplication gain [You and
Karamanolis 2004; Aronovich et al. 2009]. In addition, delta encoding is performed
among a pair of chunks, so it is important to deduplicate chunks with the most similar
content to achieve higher deduplication factors. Therefore, the mechanism used for de-
tecting similar chunks is key for improving space savings. Finally, the performance of
delta deduplication changes with the delta-encoding algorithms used [Hunt et al. 1998].
Most storage deduplication systems use aliasing, with Microsoft Single Instance
Storage (SIS) [Bolosky et al. 2000] and Venti [Quinlan and Dorward 2002] being the
pioneers. On the other hand, although there are some studies regarding the efficiency
of applying delta deduplication on large file collections [Ouyang et al. 2002; Douglis
and Iyengar 2003], the first complete deduplication system based exclusively on delta
deduplication was proposed by IBM Protect Tier [Aronovich et al. 2009]. However,
there are other systems that combine both techniques by first applying aliasing, which
eliminates all redundant chunks, and then delta deduplication for chunks that did not
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exactly match any other chunk but could be stored more efficiently if delta encoded
[You et al. 2005; Shilane et al. 2012]. Moreover, other proposals also combine chunk
compression with the previous two techniques for reducing the storage space even
further [Douglis et al. 2004; Gupta et al. 2010; Constantinescu et al. 2011; El-Shimi
et al. 2012].
Both aliasing and delta encoding require metadata structures for abstracting the
physical sharing from the logical view. For instance, many storage systems store
and retrieve data at the file-level abstraction, even if files are then partitioned into
smaller chunks for deduplication purposes. In these systems, it is necessary to have,
for example, tree structures that map files to their chunk addresses and that must be
consulted for file restore operations [Quinlan and Dorward 2002]. Other systems inter-
cept I/O calls and deduplicate at the block-level abstraction, already having metadata
for mapping logical blocks into storage addresses [Hong and Long 2004; Chen et al.
2011]. In these cases, aliasing engines must update these logical references to the
same physical address, whereas delta engines must update the references to point to
the base chunks and deltas. In fact, in systems where content to be read does not have
an associated signature that allows searching directly for chunk addresses in indexing
metadata, additional I/O mapping structures are necessary to translate read requests
to the corresponding chunks. Finally, as some systems delete or modify chunks, know-
ing the number of references for a certain aliased or base chunk is important, because
when a chunk is no longer being referenced, it can be garbage collected [Guo and
Efstathopoulos 2011]. Both I/O translation and reference management mechanisms
must be efficient to maintain low I/O latency overhead and reclaim free space.
2.6. Scope
Distributed systems perform deduplication over a set of nodes to improve throughput
and/or gain while also scaling out for large datasets and a large number of clients.
Unlike in centralized deduplication, some distributed deduplication systems need to
define routing mechanisms for distributing data over several nodes with independent
CPU, RAM, and disks. Moreover, by having several nodes, it is possible to increase the
parallelism and, consequently, increase deduplication throughput while also tolerating
node failures and providing high availability [Cox et al. 2002; Douceur et al. 2002;
Bhagwat et al. 2009]. Other distributed systems assume nodes with individual CPU
and RAM that have access to a shared storage device abstraction where nodes perform
deduplication in parallel. This allows the sharing of metadata information between
nodes by keeping it on the shared storage device, which otherwise would have to
be sent over the network [Clements et al. 2009; Kaiser et al. 2012]. Finally, distinct
nodes may handle distinct tasks. For instance, whereas some nodes partition data and
compute signatures, other nodes query and update indexes, thus parallelizing even
further the deduplication process [Yang et al. 2010a, 2010b].
The key distinction is the scope of duplicates that can bematched and represented af-
ter being removed. In distributed deduplication systems with a local scope, each node
only performs deduplication locally, and duplicate chunks are not eliminated across
distinct nodes. This includes systems where nodes have their own indexes and perform
deduplication independently [You et al. 2005]. Some systems introduce intelligent rout-
ing mechanisms that map similar files or groups of chunks to the same node to increase
the cluster deduplication gain [Bhagwat et al. 2009; Dong et al. 2011]. Deduplication
is still performed at a smaller granularity than routing and in a local fashion, thus not
eliminating all duplicate chunks globally across distinct cluster nodes.
In contrast, in distributed deduplication systems with a global scope, duplicate
chunks are eliminated globally across the whole cluster. In this case, an index mecha-
nism accessible by all cluster nodes is required so that each node is able to deduplicate
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its chunks against other remote chunks. Some approaches use centralized indexes
that have scalability and fault tolerance issues [Hong and Long 2004], whereas other
solutions use decentralized indexes but increase the overhead of lookup and update op-
erations [Douceur et al. 2002; Dubnicki et al. 2009; Hong and Long 2004; Clements et al.
2009]. When compared to local approaches, global distributed deduplication increases
space savings by eliminating duplicates across the whole cluster. However, there is
additional overhead for index accesses that, for example, may impose unacceptable I/O
latency in primary storage systems [Ungureanu et al. 2010].
Finally, storage systems that perform deduplication in a single node are centralized,
even if they support data from a single or multiple clients [Quinlan and Dorward
2002; Rhea et al. 2008]. In a cluster infrastructure, these approaches do not take any
processing advantage from having several nodes and do not eliminate duplicate chunks
across remote nodes.
3. SURVEY BY STORAGE TYPE
This section presents an overview of existing deduplication systems, grouped by storage
type, and their main contributions for addressing the challenges presented in Section 1.
Moreover, each system is classified according to the taxonomy described in the previ-
ous section. As each storage environment has its own requirements and restrictions,
the combination of design features changes significantly with the storage type being
targeted.
3.1. Backup and Archival Storage
As archival and backup storage have overlapping requirements, some solutions ad-
dress both [Yang et al. 2010b]. In fact, these two storage environments have common
assumptions regarding data immutability and allow trading off latency for through-
put. Nonetheless, restore and delete operations are expected to be more frequent from
backups than from archives, where data deletion is not even supported by some sys-
tems [Quinlan and Dorward 2002]. Distinct duplication ratios are found in archival
and backup production storage. For instance, archival redundancy ranges from 35% to
79% [Quinlan and Dorward 2002; You and Karamanolis 2004; You et al. 2005], whereas
backup redundancy ranges from 35% to 83% [Meister and Brinkmann 2009; Meyer and
Bolosky 2011].
Deduplication in backup and archival systems was introduced by Microsoft SIS
[Bolosky et al. 2000] and Venti [Quinlan and Dorward 2002]. More specifically, SIS
is an offline deduplication system for backing up Windows images, which can also be
used as a remote install service. Stored files are scanned by a background process that
shares duplicate files by creating links, which are accessed transparently by clients, and
point to unique files stored in a common storage. References to each shared file are also
kept as metadata on the common storage and enable the garbage collection of unused
files. A variant of copy-on-write, named copy-on-close, is used for protecting updates to
shared files. With this technique, the copy of modified file regions is only processed after
the file is closed, thus reducing the granularity and frequency of copy operations and,
consequently, their overhead. With a distinct design and assumptions, an inline dedu-
plication content-addressable storage (CAS) for immutable and nonerasable archival
data was introduced by Venti. Unlike traditional storage systems, data is stored and
retrieved by its content instead of physical addresses, and fixed-size chunking is used
instead of a content-aware partitioning, although it is possible to configure the system
to read/write blocks with distinct sizes. Unique chunk signatures are kept in an on-disk
full index for both systems. Since deduplication in SIS is performed in the background
and at file granularity, the index is smaller and accessed less frequently, while aliasing
is also performed outside the critical write path. On the other hand, Venti queries the
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on-disk index for each write operation, presenting a considerable performance penalty
for deduplication throughput and for write operations since inline deduplication is be-
ing performed. This overhead penalty was addressed in Venti by using an LRU cache
that exploits temporal locality and disk stripping, reducing disk seeks and allowing
parallel lookups.
The Index Lookup Bottleneck. With no temporal locality, Venti’s performance is signif-
icantly affected because most index lookups must access the disk. This problem is
known as the index lookup bottleneck and has been addressed by new indexing de-
signs [Eshghi et al. 2007], by exploiting spatial locality [Zhu et al. 2008; Lillibridge
et al. 2009; Guo and Efstathopoulos 2011; Shilane et al. 2012], and by using SSDs to
store the index [Meister and Brinkmann 2010; Debnath et al. 2010].
Hash-based directed acyclic graphs (HDAGs) were introduced as a first optimization
for representing directory trees and their corresponding files by their content together
with a compact index of chunk signatures. The HDAG structures efficiently compare
distinct directories to eliminate duplicates among them while the compact index rep-
resentation can be kept in RAM, significantly boosting lookups. These optimizations
were introduced in Jumbo Store, an inline deduplication storage system designed for
efficient incremental upload and storage of successive snapshots, and also the first
complete storage deduplication system to apply the TTTD algorithm [Eshghi et al.
2007].
Despite the reduction of the index size in Jumbo Store, the amount of RAM needed
was still unacceptable for large storage volumes, thus limiting scalability [Lillibridge
et al. 2009]. This led to designs that maintain the full index on disk, similarly to Venti,
while introducing optimizations to improve the throughput of lookup operations, as
in DDFS [Zhu et al. 2008]. First, a RAM-based Bloom filter is used for detecting if a
signature is new to the on-disk index, thus avoiding disk lookups for signatures that
do not exist. Then, spatial locality is explored instead of temporal locality. Namely, a
stream-informed layout is used for packing chunks into larger containers that preserve
the order of chunks in the backup stream. Then, when a specific chunk signature is
looked up, all other chunk signatures from that container are prefetched to a RAM
cache. Due to the spatial locality, these signatures are expected to be accessed in the
next operations, thus avoiding several disk operations. Although these optimizations
also consume RAM, the memory footprint is significantly smaller than the one needed
by Jumbo Store. These optimizations were also explored in Foundation, where a byte
comparison operation for assessing if two chunks are duplicates was introduced to
prevent hash collisions and, consequently, data corruption [Rhea et al. 2008]. Each
comparison operation generates additional overhead, because full chunks must be read
from disk.
Spatial locality can also be exploited by using a sparse index leading to increased
performance and scalability at the expense of deduplication gain [Lillibridge et al.
2009], which works as follows. A backup stream is partitioned into segments, holding
thousands of variable-sized chunks, which are the basic unit of storage and retrieval.
Then, a primary index with similarity signatures for each stored segment is used for
comparing incoming segments with some of the most resembling stored segments,
named champions. Identity signatures of chunks belonging to champion segments,
which are stored on disk, are brought to memory and matched to the chunks of the
incoming segment. This design maintains a smaller RAM footprint by only loading
into memory a subset of signatures that will provide the higher deduplication gain.
Moreover, as segments have a coarse granularity, the primary index can also be kept
in RAM for large datasets. Finally, by grouping contiguous chunks into segments and
finding duplicate chunks among similar segments, spatial locality is also exploited to
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increase deduplication gain. Although this approach does not detect all deduplication
opportunities across chunks from all segments, thus performing only partial dedupli-
cation, it allows the reduction of chunk sizes and, consequently, increases duplicate
detection while maintaining a small RAM footprint.
Partial or sampled indexes present another solution for the index lookup bottleneck
and RAM consumption issues by keeping in cache only a subset of signatures that are
evicted when a certain threshold of RAMutilization is attained. As there is no full index
on disk, deduplication gain is reduced, because only a few signatures are identified,
which is alleviated by exploring spatial locality with the prefetching of signatures for
contiguous chunks [Guo and Efstathopoulos 2011], as in DDFS. Sampled indexes are
also explored in other systems that combine chunk and delta-based deduplication to
achieve higher deduplication gain as follows. A cache that takes advantage of spatial
locality and an on-disk full index are used for aliasing deduplication while a partial
index of similarity signatures is kept in RAM for delta-encoding chunks that were
not eliminated by the previous method. Multiple levels of indirection caused by delta
deduplication, when introduced on a system as the one presented by DDFS, however,
have a substantial impact on restore throughput [Shilane et al. 2012].
Spatial and temporal locality may be lacking in some storage workloads, thus signif-
icantly reducing the efficiency of locality-based approaches. The index lookup bottle-
neck can then be addressed by storing the index on SSDs, which significantly increases
throughput over traditional hard disks and can scale to larger datasets than RAM in-
dexes, as explained in dedupv1 [Meister and Brinkmann 2010]. However, fine-grained
index write and update operations are not a good fit for FLASHmemory that is used in
SSDs. This can be solved by organizing the index as a log, appending new entries se-
quentially, as in ChunkStash [Debnath et al. 2010]. In fact, the challenges for key-value
stores on FLASH memory are widely researched and are present in a wider range of
systems unrelated to deduplication [Anand et al. 2010; Debnath et al. 2011; Lim et al.
2011; Lu et al. 2012]. Moreover, both dedupv1 and ChunkStash explore spatial local-
ity as the original DDFS work does. Although these two systems can exploit spatial
locality to reduce FLASH accesses, their designs do not depend on locality to achieve
efficient deduplication throughput and gain.
3.1.1. Distributed Deduplication. Peer-to-peer deduplication, where backups are made co-
operatively to remote nodes, was introduced in Pastiche [Cox et al. 2002]. More specifi-
cally, nodes backup their data into other remote nodes that are chosen by their network
proximity and data similarity. As inline deduplication is performed and each node has
its own independent CAS, it is possible to send only the new chunks over the network
to the nodes with the most resembling content, reducing both network bandwidth and
used storage space. Moreover, convergent encryption derives keys from content in-
stead of using each user’s encryption key. This ensures privacy while forcing duplicate
chunks to have the same cypher text for deduplication. Although this technique leaks
the knowledge that a particular cipher text, and thus plain text, already exists, an ad-
versary with no knowledge of the plain text cannot deduce the key from the encrypted
chunk [Douceur et al. 2002].
Since Pastiche only performs deduplication across a specific set of cluster nodes, du-
plicate data still exists across the cluster. This led to systems that focus on deduplication
across the cluster as a whole. As a first system proposal, all cluster nodes can have
access to a distributed data structure, exported as a centralized index, where unique
chunk signatures are kept and mapped to specific nodes. Then, duplicate chunks can
be routed to the same nodes and eliminated locally by recurring to the Microsoft SIS
system, thus achieving exact cluster deduplication. This design was proposed in Far-
site, an inline global deduplication system [Douceur et al. 2002]. Farsite also proposes
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that some redundant chunks must be kept to ensure data reliability as well as the use
of convergent encryption for protecting files from distinct users.
Moreover, DHTs can be used for indexing chunk signatures and routing requests
deterministically to the correct nodes [Dubnicki et al. 2009; Wei et al. 2010]. DHTs are
used for implementing a large-scale inline CAS that applies compression and erasure
codes to nonduplicated chunks to further increase space savings, as in HYDRAstor
[Dubnicki et al. 2009]. Moreover, chunks are also distributed by several nodes with a
replication factor defined by the user to ensure reliability. Although HYDRAstor sup-
ports data deletion, this involves a complex algorithm for maintaining the references
to shared blocks. A distinct system uses the DHT to distribute files by their content
to specific nodes and works as follows. Locally, each file signature is compared, and if
a duplicate file exists, it is shared. If a duplicate file does not exist, then file chunks
are deterministically distributed over the nodes, with each node being responsible for
processing all signatures with a specific prefix. This deterministic mechanism ensures
that chunks are deduplicated across remote nodes and is proposed in Mad2 [Wei et al.
2010]. Mad2 also proposes a novel metadata structure for preserving spatial locality,
named hash bucket matrix, which is combined with a prefetching cache mechanism to
reduce disk accesses to the index. Finally, a RAM-based Bloom filter, similar to the one
proposed in DDFS, is also implemented to avoid looking up entries at the on-disk index
that do not exist.
Global distributed deduplication may also use delta deduplication exclusively in-
stead of traditional aliasing deduplication. By using the delta technique, the chunk
size can be increased while not significantly affecting gain, thus allowing a scalable
RAM index of similarity signatures where the most resembling chunks are found and
delta encoded against the new chunks. This novel approach was introduced by the IBM
Protect Tier system, presented as a gateway solution that intercepts data from backup
stream generators and writes it into an external storage [Aronovich et al. 2009]. Al-
though specific details are not presented, several gateways can be combined to perform
deduplication over a common data repository, thus allowing global distributed dedu-
plication. As a distinct approach, the dedupv1 centralized design can be extended over
a shared storage device (SAN) where several nodes have exclusive access to their own
data partitions [Kaiser et al. 2012]. Nodes are seen as independent dedupv1 nodes
that export their own iSCSI interface, partition data, compute hashes, and map chunk
requests to the correct nodes. Each node is responsible for storing, on its own SSD
partition, a range of the signatures index, and in some cases, signature lookups must
be done through the network. This leads to additional network bandwidth require-
ments and to overhead in I/O requests that are minimized with a write-back cache and
write-ahead logs. Partition owners are only changed in case of load balancing or failure
recovery.
3.1.2. Local Deduplication in Distributed Infrastructures. Global indexes and the consequent
bottlenecks can be avoided by parallel local deduplication, increasing deduplication
throughput at the expense of gain [You et al. 2005; Bhagwat et al. 2009; Dong et al.
2011; Fu et al. 2012; Xia et al. 2011]. Deep Store introduced a large-scale archival
storage where stored files are routed, according to their signatures, to specific cluster
nodes with independent processor, memory, and disk [You et al. 2005]. In each storage
node, a framework named PRESIDO divides files into variable-sized chunks and uses
both aliasing and delta deduplication for locally eliminating duplicates. Another work
was then proposed to route files to specific nodes according to their similarity as follows.
When a file is backed up, it is sent to a backup node—for example, the one with the
less load—and the file similarity and identity signatures are calculated. Then, based
on its similarity signature, the chunk is routed to the correct backup node. This was
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introduced by the Extreme Binning system, which proposed a two-tier index design for
local deduplication [Bhagwat et al. 2009]. The first index is stored in RAM and indexes
a whole file similarity and identity signature, whereas the second index is stored on
disk and indexes identity signatures. When the file is routed to a node, the primary
index is searched for a similar file, and if found, the file identity signature is compared
to see if the whole file can be deduplicated. If not, chunk identity signatures from
the most similar file are brought to memory and deduplicated against the chunks of
the new file. This is another implementation of a sparse index that reduces the RAM
footprint at the expense of both global and local deduplication gain. Moreover, due to
the system’s distributed design, several backup files can be deduplicated in parallel.
Extreme Binning relies on file similarity for achieving high deduplication ratios,
whereas other solutions propose to explore spatial locality in each node. Namely, local
deduplication exploring spatial locality and Bloom filters, as in DDFS, can be combined
with stateless or stateful routing mechanisms at superchunk granularity [Dong et al.
2011]. In the stateless algorithm, chunks are grouped into superchunks and are then
routed to the right node by their content similarity. On the other hand, the stateful
routing algorithm uses information about the location of chunks and utilizes a Bloom
filter to count the number of times that each chunk signature in a superchunk is stored
in a given node. Then, if the node with the most chunks in common is not overloaded,
thus preserving load balancing, the superchunk is routed to that node. Otherwise, the
second best node in terms of space savings is chosen. The stateful routing approach
chooses the best nodes to store the superchunks in terms of space savings, whereas
the stateless routing approach does not need knowledge of stored chunks and uses a
best-effort routing scheme with low computational requirements. The stateless routing
scheme can achieve 80% of the exact deduplication values; however, this rate may drop
significantly for some large datasets where the stateful approach canmaintain the 80%.
When compared to Extreme Binning, these approaches use a smaller routing granu-
larity and do not highly depend on interfile similarity to achieve good deduplication
ratios.
The computational and memory overhead of stateful routing at superchunk granu-
larity can be minimized by using a probabilistic similarity metric that identifies the
nodes holding the most chunks in common with the superchunk being stored [Frey
et al. 2012]. This metric is based on a probabilistic set intersection. It does not require
exact knowledge about chunks stored at each node to define the routing strategy that
yields the most deduplication gain but has an implicit estimation error. The estimation
error can then be reduced by preferentially storing superchunks in nodes with high
metric similarities that were also used to store previous superchunks belonging to the
same backup file, thus leveraging spatial locality.
As some workloads may exhibit poor similarity, others may have poor locality, lead-
ing to proposals that explore both simultaneously and, in this way, compensate the
lack of one with the other [Xia et al. 2011; Fu et al. 2012]. More specifically, one of the
approaches divides files into content-defined chunks, grouping small strongly corre-
lated files into a single segment while dividing large files into several segments. Then
a local similarity index is used for finding similar segments to deduplicate against.
Similarity index size can be reduced and scalability improved by grouping small files
into segments. Then, segments are grouped into locality preserving blocks that are the
basic caching unit, allowing a similar approach to DDFS to exploit spatial locality. This
algorithm is presented in Silo, which does not present a detailed description of the
routing algorithm but is aimed at a distributed infrastructure [Xia et al. 2011]. In fact,
this is addressed with -Dedup where similarity-based stateful routing at superchunk
granularity is presented, whereas local deduplication follows an identical approach to
Silo [Fu et al. 2012].
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Other cluster approaches focus on offline deduplication for splitting data partition-
ing and signature calculations from the global index lookup, and update operations,
parallelizing both and batching accesses to the index, as in DEBAR [Yang et al. 2010b]
and ChunkFarm [Yang et al. 2010a]. In both systems, the deduplication algorithm is di-
vided in two phases. In a first phase, data is partitioned into chunks, content signatures
are calculated, and a RAM cache signature is used to eliminate some of the duplicate
chunks locally, without recurring to a global index mechanism. In addition, this step
can be processed in parallel by several nodes and requires writing all chunks and their
signatures to disk, which increases storage consumption. In DEBAR, chunk signatures
are written to a disk log sorted by buckets to enable batch processing, whereas in
ChunkFarm, all signatures that need to be looked up in the index are collected and
sent to a metadata server that then uses hash join algorithms for both lookup and
update in batch [Shapiro 1986]. Then, in a second phase, signatures are processed
asynchronously, and both index lookup and insertion operations are batched, avoiding
fine-grained random I/O operations. In DEBAR, the index is stored in a centralized
service, whereas in ChunkFarm, it is not specified if the metadata server is distributed
or how that can be accomplished. In fact, a centralized index may pose as a single point
of failure and scalability bottleneck in large clusters.
3.1.3. File Systems for Archive and Backup. Finally, archival and backup CAS systems can
be extended with file system semantics at the expense of moderate I/O performance. A
distributed file system built on top of HYDRAstor, which performs inline global dedu-
plication at content-defined chunk granularity, is proposed in HydraFS [Ungureanu
et al. 2010]. HydraFS optimizations allow the system to perform well for stream I/O
operations (sequential read and writes), whereas single random block write and read
requests, common in most file systems, are supported but are inefficient due to the
FUSE abstraction layer and the backup-oriented implementation of HYDRAstor. Sim-
ilar negative impact in I/O performance was also observed when building a file system
on top of Venti [Liguori and Van Hensbergen 2008]. Archival and backup deduplication
has a large pool of research work and is still being actively researched, mainly on the
optimization of both deduplication and I/O throughputs. Nevertheless, most systems
that fit in this category assume that data is immutable and I/O throughput is preferred
over I/O latency. These assumptions do not hold true in primary storage systems and
explain why building file systems over backup and archival deduplication systems have
poor performance for random I/O operations.
3.2. Primary Storage
With cloud computing, there has been a growing interest in live volume deduplication.
Primary storage deduplication invalidates some of the assumptions made by archival
and backup deduplication systems. Applications using primary storage have strict
performance requirements for I/O latency, meaning that a deduplication system must
aim at the same I/O performance as a raw storage system without deduplication.
Data is no longer write-once and is expected to be modified frequently, thus requiring,
for some systems, copy-on-write mechanisms for preventing updates on aliased data,
and efficient reference management mechanisms for tracking chunk references that
will change frequently [Hong and Long 2004]. In primary storage, the percentage of
duplicate data is usually lower than the one found for backup storage, dropping from
83% to 68% [Meyer and Bolosky 2011]. Other studies show that higher deduplication
ratios can be found for general purpose primary VM volumes in large clusters, where
80% of space reduction is possible [Jin and Miller 2009; Clements et al. 2009].
3.2.1. Offline Deduplication. The strict latency requirements of primary storage appli-
cations shift the focus to offline deduplication systems, aiming at lower latency by
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reducing overhead in the write path. Distributed offline deduplication for a SAN file
systemwas introduced in the duplicate data elimination (DDE) system [Hong and Long
2004] and works as follows. Deduplication is performed in the background outside the
critical write path, which, besides reducing latency, allows temporary disabling of dedu-
plication when the system has a higher load. DDE is implemented over the distributed
IBM Storage Tank system, avoiding much of the cross-host communication overhead
of systems as Farsite. Clients calculate the signatures for fixed-size chunks written to
the storage and send these signatures to a server that shares duplicate chunks asyn-
chronously. The index of unique signatures is stored on the SAN and has two versions.
One is structured to favor sequential I/O and spatial locality. The other is indexed
by partial bits for facilitating random searches. Copy-on-write is used to ensure that
chunks are not changed and the signatures are always valid, as it would otherwise lead
to data corruption. Reference counts are stored in separate metadata structures used
for garbage collection. Deduplication is restricted to within a specific file set that is a
subset of the global file system. This policy allows distinct file sets for applications with
different performance assumptions, as some may not tolerate the performance penalty
introduced by deduplication.
A proposal for distributing the centralized metadata server in DDE, which is solely
responsible for detecting and coalescing duplicates and presents a single point of fail-
ure, was then introduced in DeDe [Clements et al. 2009]. Namely, an offline distributed
deduplication algorithm for VM volumes on top of VMWares’s VMFS cluster file sys-
tem is described and uses an index structure, stored at the cluster file system that
is accessible to all nodes and protected by a locking mechanism. This allows efficient
batch lookups and updates, whereas index sharding across multiple nodes enables the
design to scale out. Moreover, VMFS simplifies deduplication, as it already has explicit
block aliasing, copy-on-write, and reference management operations, which are not
commonly exposed in most cluster file systems, and are used to implement the atomic
share function that verifies the content of two fixed-size blocks and replaces them with
one copy-on-write block if they match. However, there are alignment issues between
the block size used in VMFS and DeDe, implying additional translation metadata and
a consequent impact on performance. Additionally, the impact of copy-on-write opera-
tions is also significant, and therefore the DeDe algorithm is intended to run in periods
of low I/O load.
A mechanism for reducing the frequency and, consequently, the overhead of
copy-on-write operations was proposed in the Microsoft Windows Server 2012 cen-
tralized offline deduplication system [El-Shimi et al. 2012]. Namely, only files that
meet a certain policy—for instance, file age greater than a certain threshold—are
deduplicated. This reduces the probability of rewriting highly volatile files and,
consequently, invoking copy-on-write operations. Moreover, it was proposed that files
are grouped according to their file extensions, for example, and then each group can
be deduplicated individually. This allows loading the index of each group into RAM
and performing efficient lookup and update operations. A reconciliation algorithm
for eliminating duplicate data between several groups can be used to achieve exact
deduplication. Mechanisms for exploring spatial locality similar to DDFS, and to store
the index as a log structured file and, possibly, on SSD, as in ChunkStash, were also
proposed.
3.2.2. Inline Deduplication. Performing deduplication in an in-line fashion requires
costly lookups in the write path, which can impose a significant overhead in I/O la-
tency. On the other hand, offline deduplication may introduce additional reads from
the storage, require more storage space, raise concurrency issues, and increase the
complexity of the deduplication systems. These problems motivated the emergence
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of inline deduplication systems for primary storage that introduce optimizations for
significantly reducing the I/O latency.
In ZFS, optimizing for reduced latency means fully loading the index in RAM. It is
still possible to cache only a subset of the index in memory, but disk lookups have a
significant impact on deduplication and, consequently, storage I/O performance [Wright
2011]. As an alternative to maintaining the full index in memory, a multilayer Bloom
filter for speeding lookups at the index and reducing the impact in I/O latency was
proposed in DBLK [Tsuchiya and Watanabe 2011]. The first Bloom filter layer detects
if a certain signature might be present at the on-disk index without requiring a disk
access. Then, if the signature is likely to be already indexed, the second Bloom filter
layer narrows the location of the signature, thus speeding its retrieval. Another solution
for increasing deduplication throughput and reducing I/O latency is to use aBloomfilter
and explore spatial locality by preserving the disk layout, then prefetching contiguous
chunk signatures to cache as in DDFS. These two improvements were presented for
an inline centralized deduplication system along with a novel fault-tolerant journaling
mechanism for tracking system transactions, and recovering data and corresponding
signatures in failure scenarios [Ng et al. 2011].
Finally, spatial and temporal locality were also explored to minimize both read and
write latency. Fragmentation and, consequently, read I/O latency is reduced by dedupli-
cating groups of contiguous blocks and storing them together to preserve their layout.
Spatial locality makes it likely that duplicates can still be found in such groups. On the
other hand, temporal locality is exploited with an LRU cache that stores a partial list of
index entries and allows some lookups without disk I/O. The on-disk index is organized
in buckets and is stored as a red-black tree that reduces the number of pointers and,
consequently, the storage space of traditional hash tables. This space reduction allows
to increase the number of buckets to improve hash lookup speed. These optimizations
were presented in Netapp’s iDedup inline deduplication system, where overhead is
minimized while maintaining considerable deduplication gain [Srinivasan et al. 2012].
However, this design highly depends on both spatial and temporal locality. Finally,
fragmentation is also present in offline deduplication systems, as it is a consequence of
aliasing duplicate data and changing the original physical layout.
3.3. Random Access Memory
Deduplication is also used for applications and VMs that do not benefit from classic
RAM sharing provided by process forks or shared libraries. The extramemory, obtained
by eliminating redundant memory pages, can be useful for launching additional appli-
cations or VMs, or it can be provided to the existing ones. More precisely, it is possible
to reduce memory consumption by 33% by using RAM deduplication across a group
of virtualized hosts [Waldspurger 2002]. RAM deduplication systems have different
assumptions from backup and primary storage systems. For instance, since duplicate
content is only found across applications or VMs running in the same server, deduplica-
tion is always performed locally in a centralized fashion. Moreover, memory pages are
highly volatile and change frequently, requiring efficient copy-on-write and reference
management mechanisms.
TheDisco virtualmachinemonitor (VMM) pioneered inline transparent page sharing
for memory pages from different VMs [Bugnion et al. 1997]. Memory pages loaded from
a special copy-on-write disk are shared, thus eliminating the need for content-aware
deduplication. Disco intercepts read requests from copy-on-write disks and finds if the
page for that request is already in memory, thus avoiding the disk access and sharing
pages between different VMs. Duplicate pages are mapped into a single memory page
at the host’s main memory. Since content-aware deduplication is not used, an index of
signatures is not necessary.
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3.3.1. Nonintrusive Scan Deduplication. Disco requires several modifications to the guest
OS, which led to content-aware approaches, such as VMware ESX, that perform non-
intrusive memory scans to find duplicates [Waldspurger 2002]. Namely, memory can
be shared in an offline fashion by periodically scanning all memory pages, calculating
their signatures, and looking for duplicate pages in an index of unique page signatures.
Then, shared pages must be marked as copy-on-write for preventing updates that may
cause data corruption.
Considering that sharing highly volatile pages significantly increases the amount of
copy-on-write operations and, consequently, overhead, a double tree indexwas proposed
in Linux KSM to detect such pages and avoid sharing them [Arcangeli et al. 2009].
Memory regions to be deduplicated are given as a parameter and are periodically
scanned for finding and merging duplicate pages among applications and KVM VMs.
A stable tree metadata structure is used for registering shared pages that are write
protected and scanned first for duplicate detection. An unstable tree is used for keeping
unique pages that are not write protected and scanned only if no duplicates were
found at the stable tree. This mechanism detects what pages are less susceptible to be
rewritten in the near future and are better sharing candidates. KSM index trees do not
keep hash signatures of the pages but instead keep the actual page content. This way,
duplicate pages are found with the memcmp() operation instead of comparing content
signatures.
KSM design was then updated in the Singleton system to optimize the dual page
caching mechanism in virtualized hosts and further increase space savings [Sharma
and Kulkarni 2012]. In virtualized hosts, each VM has its own page cache as a first-
level cache mechanism, and when this mechanism fails to service an I/O request, a
second-level hypervisor cache, shared by all VMs, is used to look up the requested
page. Having two caches with duplicate pages occupies unnecessary memory space,
and deduplication can be used to improve the cache’s space efficiency. The original
KSM design was modified by replacing the search trees with hash tables that index the
content signatures of pages instead of their actual content, eliminating the CPU usage
of memcmp() operations. Hypervisor cache page signatures are calculated periodically,
checked against the indexes of pages from VMs’ local caches, and dropped from the
hypervisor cache if duplicates are found, thus improving memory usage.
Memory deduplication space savings were further improved by introducing delta
encoding and compression, besides the usual aliasing technique present in previous
systems. First, duplicate pages are shared by looking for duplicate signatures in an
identity index. Then, a similarity index is used for looking up similar pages and delta
encoding them. Pages that were not duplicated and not expected to be rewritten in
a near future are compressed to improve further space savings, as introduced in the
Difference Engine [Gupta et al. 2010].
3.3.2. Intrusive Deduplication. Other memory deduplication systems intercept disk read
operations, as in Disco, but use content-aware page sharing. Intercepting requests has
the advantage of detecting short-lived sharing opportunities that in scan approaches,
as the one presented by the VMware ESX server, may be discarded [Milos et al. 2009].
One of the first systems to introduce memory deduplication aimed at solving problems
of dynamic libraries, such as Dependency Hell and Global Offset Table (GOT) overwrite
attack, by replacing dynamic libraries with static libraries, thus creating self-contained
applications [Suzaki et al. 2010]. This replacement leads to extra memory usage, be-
cause static libraries do not share any data. Slinky introduces in-line deduplication as
a solution for mitigating these additional memory costs [Collberg et al. 2005]. Pages are
intercepted when they are being loaded into memory, and their signatures are looked
up in an index to find duplicates. Content signatures are calculated before loading the
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pages into memory, and copy-on-write is not necessary because only read-only pages
are shared.
Unlike Slinky, some in-band systems must support mutable pages and implement
copy-on-write mechanisms. This is addressed in Satori, an inline deduplication system
that modifies virtual disk implementations to intercept read requests made by VMs
[Milos et al. 2009]. Namely, an image of the page cache is built by observing the content
of disk reads, and when a block read request is intercepted, its content is hashed and
compared with the other indexed page digests to see if the page is duplicated. If the
page is duplicated, then it is shared and marked as copy-on-write. For each VM, a
repayment FIFO queue holds a list of volatile pages that the operating system is
willing to relinquish at any time and that are used to efficiently provide free pages for
copy-on-write operations.
Besides space savings, memory deduplication can also be used to implement in hard-
ware a memory abstraction of protected shareable segments with snapshot and atomic
update operations, as explained in HICAMP [Cheriton et al. 2012]. This abstraction
allows fault-tolerant and safe concurrent access to data shared by multiple threads
while reducing the overhead of common interprocess communication approaches. The
HICAMP system is implemented as a CAS where the memory is divided into fixed-
size chunks, referred to as lines, with unique and immutable content ensured by the
inline deduplication algorithm. Memory space is divided into hash buckets with con-
tent lookup operations at line granularity. This way, when a new line is written, it
is checked to see if a line with that content already exists and the new line can be
deduplicated, or if the new line has new content and must be inserted in the memory
space. Reference counting is done by the hardware, and when the number of references
to a line is zero, the line is garbage collected. This design allows to implement memory
segments that are logical variable-length contiguous regions of memory and are repre-
sented as direct acyclic graphs pointing to specific lines protected with copy-on-write.
With this representation, snapshots can be performed efficiently, and threads can run
with snapshot-isolation guarantees.
Another work that does not present an actual deduplication system but focuses on
useful optimizations for RAM deduplication is the new hypercall for the XEN hypervi-
sor, proposed to minimize the performance impact of hashing pages [Pan et al. 2011].
Moreover, the benefits of memory deduplication in virtualized clusters can be maxi-
mized by placing VMs with similar content at the same host, as described in Wood
et al. [2009]. A memory fingerprinting technique that presents a compact representa-
tion of the memory content allows the identification of VMs with high page sharing
potential and migrates them to the same host to achieve higher space savings.
3.4. Solid-State Drives
Deduplication has also been used within SSDs, known for radically improving the
performance of random I/O operations. In SSDs, I/O operations are processed at fixed
page sizes, usually 4KB, but unlike in traditional hard disks, it is not possible to delete
data at the same granularity. Pages are grouped into erasure blocks, usually with 64
to 128 pages, and the deletion is done at erasure block granularity. Moreover, updates
cannot be done in place, so modified blocks must be appended to an erasure block with
free space. Then, only when all pages in an erasure block are unused can they be erased
and reclaimed by a garbage collection mechanism. The number of erase operations for
each block, however, is limited in the range of 10,000 to 1,000,000 operations, thus
limiting the drive’s lifespan and being one of the major issues of this technology [Chen
et al. 2011].
Typical SSD designs include the following components. A FLASH transaction layer
(FTL) is implemented in the SSD controller and emulates the behavior of a traditional
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hard drive by exporting an array of logical blocks to the host. In this layer, an indi-
rect mapping table is kept for mapping logical to physical addresses. A log-like write
mechanism is used for writing pages, and each in-place update to a logical page only
invalidates the previously occupied physical page, appending the new physical page to
a free erasure block and updating the corresponding entry on the indirect mapping ta-
ble. A garbage collection mechanism is launched periodically to recycle unused physical
pages, consolidate the valid pages into a new erasure block, and clean unused erasure
blocks. Wear-leveling mechanisms are used to shuffle the hot and cold blocks to balance
the number of writes and deletions in erasure blocks, thus increasing the lifespan of
the SSD. A certain amount of overprovisioned spare space usually exists, which is not
usable by the host, and is used by the garbage collection andwear-levelingmechanisms.
Deduplication gain observed in SSDs is also lower than in primary and backup
storage, ranging from 20% to 56%. A gain of 56%, however, is the best case scenario,
whereas for most most workloads, only 20% to 30% is achievable [Chen et al. 2011;
Gupta et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2012]. On the other hand, finding duplicate data in SSDs
has advantages other than the space-saving benefits. In fact, if inline deduplication is
performed, it is possible to reduce the number of writes to the storage and increase the
device lifespan. Moreover, the space-saving benefits not only allow users to store more
data but also provide additional space for wear-leveling and garbage collection mecha-
nisms. SSDs already have amapping table for translating logical to physical addresses;
therefore, the deduplication design can take advantage of it for sharing identical pages
with low overhead. Since there is also a periodical garbage collection mechanism, it is
possible to extend it to perform reference management and garbage collection of shared
pages. Deduplication in the SSD device also has some disadvantages. These devices
comewith an internal DRAMmemory that can be used to store the deduplication index;
however, this DRAM has limited space that does not allow storage of a complete index
of page signatures. SSDs also comewith a limited processing capability, and calculating
hash signatures may impose significant overhead. These advantages and drawbacks
are further discussed when we describe existing SSD deduplication systems.
A pioneer CAS for SSDs that performs best effort inline deduplication was presented
by CAFTL [Chen et al. 2011]. The indirect mapping table of the SSD device is used
for implementing the I/O translation mechanism for the deduplication engine. Inline
deduplication is performed with a best effort approach, whereas the SSD performance
is not significantly affected. If the load reaches a certain threshold, inline deduplication
is turned off, and stored duplicate pages are then shared with an offline deduplication
algorithm that runs in the same periods as the garbage collector. The offline approach
spares storage space but does not avoid write requests to the storage. Fixed-size chunks
are used and their hash signatures are stored in a DRAM partial index that only
contains the most referenced signatures. An additional metadata table is used for
mapping the references to each shared page and performing reference management.
All of these metadata structures are stored in the SSD, because the DRAM is not
persistent over reboots or power failures. However, metadata updates are buffered and
flushed only when the buffer is full, leading to metadata loss when a power failure
occurs. This can be solved by using a capacitor for the DRAM. Since hash calculations
are heavy for the SSD built-in processor, a content-based sampling algorithm that
explores data spatial locality is presented, allowing to check the probability of a set of
pages being duplicates. Then, hash signatures are only calculated for pages with high
probabilities that will benefit the most from deduplication.
The hash computation overhead is also avoided in CA-SD with a built-in hardware
hashing unit [Gupta et al. 2011]. Themapping structures and the partial index, similar
to the ones presented in CAFTL, are stored in a fast persistent storage. This persistent
storage must not be the SSD device itself in order to increase SSD performance and
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space savings. CA-SD proposal also differs from CAFTL, because only inline dedupli-
cation is performed. Finally, it was observed that temporal locality was present in the
studied workloads, which allowed to implement the partial index of chunk signatures
as an LRU cache.
Temporal locality was then further researched in subsequent work by proposing a
sampling-based filter for written pages that are still in the DRAM buffer and were
not flushed to the SSD yet. This sampling mechanism detects what page contents are
being written more than once and will benefit more from deduplication. This way, and
since the hash calculation and deduplication can introduce significant overhead in
the SSD processor, only the pages that probably will achieve the most benefits from
being shared are actually processed, thus reducing deduplication overhead. Moreover,
this work implemented the first real prototype and evaluated it without recurring to
simulation [Kim et al. 2012].
SSD deduplication is still emerging and raises interesting challenges that are not
present in other storage environments. First, the limitations of DRAM space and com-
putational power raises the need for new designs for metadata structures and hashing
algorithms. SSDpartial indexes decrease RAMrequirements, but they also detect fewer
duplicates and highly depend on locality assumptions. On the other hand, data frag-
mentation is not an issue, as in other storage environments, since random read requests
are efficient in SSD devices. Regarding the deduplication overhead in I/O requests, the
system described previously shows that for significant duplication ratios (more than
5%), the write performance can even be increased, whereas read performance has no
significant overhead [Kim et al. 2012]. These values consider that efficient hashing
mechanisms are being used instead of the common one presented in most SSDs.
4. CURRENT TRENDS AND OPEN ISSUES
Table I classifies deduplication storage systems according to the taxonomy described in
Section 2 while grouping these systems by storage environment. This table highlights
the relevance of each design option, characterizes the design space for each storage
type, and points out unexplored designs that should be researched.
Aliasing deduplication is used in all storage types, whereas delta deduplication by it-
self is used only in backup systems. In both backup storage and RAM, aliasing and delta
deduplication are also combined for increasing space savings. Backup storage systems
use several chunk granularities, with variable-sized chunks being the most common
one. Fixed-sized chunks are preferred in all other storage environments. Several differ-
ent indexing designs are used in backup deduplication, including combinations of full
and partial indexes [Shilane et al. 2012]. In primary and RAM deduplication systems,
except in the Disco non–content-aware approach [Bugnion et al. 1997], full indexes are
always used. In contrast, SSD deduplication uses only partial indexes due to DRAM
space restrictions. Locality is explored in backup, primary, and SSD deduplication sys-
tems; however, in RAM deduplication, it is not assumed. In RAM and SSD storage,
deduplication is performed only in a centralized fashion, whereas in backup dedupli-
cation, local and global distributed approaches are also available. On the other hand,
in primary deduplication all distributed systems perform global deduplication. Finally,
all storage types have systems using offline and inline deduplication, whereas in SSD
deduplication, both are also combined.
Most archival and backup systems assume that stored data has a write-once pol-
icy, and in some archival systems, this data cannot be deleted at all. Some of these
systems, however, can be used as back end for implementing file system syntax and,
consequently, support data updating with limited performance for random I/O oper-
ations [Nath et al. 2006; Ungureanu et al. 2010]. Since deletion and update opera-
tions are expected to be less frequent than in other storage environments, reference
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Table I. Classification of Deduplication Systems for All Storage Environments
management and garbage collectionmechanisms are also active for shorter periods and
their overall overhead is reduced.Moreover, in these deduplication systems, throughput
is preferred over latency, and as most deduplication systems perform inline deduplica-
tion, I/O latency is significantly increased.
These assumptions are not valid in primary storage, RAM, and SSD, where I/O
latency overhead must be negligible even if deduplication throughput is reduced. Thus,
data is updated in place, requiring a copy-on-write mechanism to protect updates on
shared data and potential data corruption. Although data is not updated in place,
in SSDs it is necessary to ensure that shared blocks are not erased and collected by
the garbage collector while still being referenced. In RAM deduplication, most pages
are highly volatile, thus changing more often than in other storage environments,
and increasing copy-on-write and reference management overhead. Finally, existing
1Disco does not require an index, as it does not perform content-aware deduplication.
2Disco and Satori perform inline deduplication, because I/O read requests to the persistent storage are
intercepted and redirected, if possible, to duplicate shared memory pages before actually loading the pages
from the storage. Slinky performs inline deduplication, because pages loaded from static libraries are shared
before actually being loaded to memory.
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SSD deduplication systems present deduplication embedded in the SSD device, which
significantly restricts the computational power and RAM space available.
Most strikingly, inline distributed deduplication has not been explored in distributed
primary storage systems that use commodity server disks instead of a shared storage.
In fact, there are few proposals on distributed deduplication, and several contributions
and combinations of techniques are possible. For instance, all primary deduplication
systems use full index approaches, whereas partial and sparse indexing mechanisms
can still be explored. An interesting challenge is finding scalable distributed solutions
that obtain deduplication space savings closer to the ones achieved in distributed
systems, performing global deduplication, while maintaining the high throughput
achieved by distributed systems that parallelize deduplication among all nodes.
It is also important to notice that primary deduplication must be evaluated differ-
ently from backup deduplication. In archival and backup deduplication systems, static
VM images, containing the operating system and application binaries, are widely used
to assess the system’s performance, as many of these systems are designed to store
such content [Guo and Efstathopoulos 2011]. In primary storage deduplication, dy-
namic traces should be used to accurately simulate real workloads. In fact, modifying
evaluation workloads changes data locality assumptions. For example, in a scenario
where VM images with a common ancestor are backed up integrally, spatial locality
can be explored efficiently. In a primary storage scenario where specific blocks of VM
images are being changed independently with no correlation, for instance, in a virtual
desktop infrastructure (VDI) where each user has his own workstation mapped to an
independent VM, spatial locality will be significantly reduced.
Mechanisms that replay dynamic traces or recur to I/O benchmarks can be used to
simulate primary storage environments if real workloads are not available. Traditional
I/O benchmarks do not simulate realistic content distributions for their tests, which
limits their realism. Considering that only a few proposals address this challenge
[Tarasov et al. 2012; Paulo et al. 2012], novel contributions in this topic should be
expected. In addition, workloads for RAM and SSD storage must be considered.
Fault tolerance and security are two other topics that deserve further attention for
some deduplication systems and storage environments. In fact, the impact of deduplica-
tion in reliability was already studied, and it was shown that a level of data replication
must be enforced to ensure data reliability [Rozier et al. 2011; Bhagwat et al. 2006].
Moreover, the reliability of many systems can also be improved to tolerate crash and
byzantine faults. Security must also be enforced when deduplication can be performed
across data from distinct users. For example, in cloud computing infrastructures, users
should be able to protect their data while still allowing cloud providers to perform
cross-user deduplication [Rashid et al. 2012]. Convergent encryption is commonly used
for enforcing this property [Cox et al. 2002; Douceur et al. 2002], but it is also possible to
propose other securitymechanisms that on the one hand reduce deduplication gain, and
on the other hand increase data privacy and security [Nath et al. 2006]. For instance,
it is possible to achieve security models that hide the users identities from the storage
providers while still enabling deduplication [Storer et al. 2008]. Finally, security has
also been identified as a challenge for RAM deduplication [Suzaki et al. 2011].
5. CONCLUSION
Deduplication is an effective technique for reducing storage costs in distinct storage
environments, more specifically in backup, primary, RAM, and SSD storage systems.
Although all existing deduplication systems can be classified by a common taxonomy,
each storage type has different assumptions that lead to distinct design decisions.
This survey explores such taxonomy and how system designs change according to the
storage environment.
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As a first contribution, we present a taxonomy of existing deduplication systems
according to major design decisions. More specifically, we discuss the granularity
of chunks, reliance on data locality assumptions, the timing when deduplication is
performed, how chunk content is indexed to find duplicates, how duplicate chunks are
shared, and the distributed scope of deduplication systems.
Then, as another contribution, we survey the existing deduplication systems and
classify them according to the storage type—for instance, backup, primary, RAM, and
SSD. Archival and backup deduplication systems are widely explored and already
exploited in several commercial storage appliances. Most of these systems assume
immutable data and trade latency for deduplication and I/O throughput by mainly
using inline deduplication approaches. On the other hand, in primary storage, data is
mutable and I/O latency is critical, so the number of inline deduplication systems is
reduced and the percentage of offline approaches raised. In RAM deduplication, most
systems scan memory for duplicates to avoid intrusive mechanisms for intercepting
I/O calls. Additionally, RAM pages are highly volatile, thus being updated more often
than in other storage systems. Finally, in SSD deduplication, the processor and DRAM
included in the devices are used for deduplication, but both have limited capabilities
that significantly restrict deduplication designs.
Finally, we discuss future research directions for deduplication. Primary, RAM, and
SSD deduplication systems have received less attention, and further contributions for
improving deduplication throughput, reducing I/O latency, and increasing deduplica-
tion space savings can still be expected. Moreover, even in backup deduplication where
the amount of work is substantially larger, these issues and others, such as reference
management, scalability, reliability, and security, can be further improved. To conclude,
we believe that deduplication systems and their benefits are now widely accepted by
the scientific and enterprise communities, but there are still several interesting open
research challenges. We envision that deduplication research will continue to grow at
an accelerated pace in the forthcoming years.
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